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14xx. Researcher Case Files

Documents accumulated while providing services to on-site researchers at a Presidential library. Included are: researcher applications (NA Forms 14003A, Research Application - Presidential Libraries, or equivalent); letters of introduction; access requests, agency and/or donor authorizations or denials of access to restricted or copyrighted materials; letters of indemnification; reference service slips (pink copies of NA Forms 14001) or equivalent forms that record dates and times of researcher use, and what materials were furnished; original incoming correspondence or records of non-written inquiries, and copies of replies; price quotations and orders for reproduction services (NATF Forms 72 or equivalent); exit evaluations; and related records.

NOTE: Researcher case files may be established instead of maintaining separate series for each of the records contained in the case file. The creation of these case files is at the discretion of each Presidential Library. If maintained, the files must pertain to on-site researchers only.

a. 14xx-1. Case files for researchers who have produced significant and/or controversial research.

PERMANENT. Cut off annually. Transfer to NARA 25 years after last transaction with researcher.

b. 14xx-2. All other researcher case files.

Cut off annually. Destroy 25 years after last transaction with researcher.


Electronic copies of records that are created on electronic mail and word processing systems and used solely to generate a recordkeeping copy of the records covered by the other items in this schedule. Also includes electronic copies of records created on electronic mail and word processing systems that are maintained for updating, revision, or dissemination.

1 Copies that have no further administrative value after the recordkeeping copy is made. Includes copies maintained by individuals in personal files, personal electronic mail directories, or other personal directories on hard disk or network drives, and copies on shared network drives that are used only to produce the recordkeeping copy.

Destroy/delete within 180 days after the recordkeeping copy has been produced.

2 Copies used for dissemination, revision, or updating that are maintained in addition to the recordkeeping copy.

Destroy/delete when dissemination, revision, or updating is completed.